Best in (Degree) Show

Manchester School of Art degree show doesn't mark the end for its final year students,

but suggests a long and bright future for many of them in their chosen fields

T

his year, Manchester School of Art have titled
their degree show You Made It. With branding
designed by alumni design duo DR.ME, the title
acts as both congratulations for the students and
excellent signposting for prospective visitors; in
bright fluorescent yellow a·nd red, it is pretty
hard to miss.
Vibrant colours and fluorescent tones are
the chosen pallets ofTextile in Practice graduate
lbukunoluwa Jesusanmi, whose playful charac
ter-based illustrations of men and women have
been digitally printed and made into bean bags.
The characters, either slumped over one another
or reclining flat on the floor have hand embroi
dered expressions of pure bliss. Florence Pinsent,
similarly, uses colour, print, pattern and quilting
to bring to life everyday scenarios; a bustling
street scene and the comforting sight of dinner
laid out on a floral tablecloth.
Comfort is the starting point for Three
Dimensfonal Design student Kitty Jones who has
produced wearable items for adults that are
socially acceptable objects used to soothe worries
or anxieties. Magnets and ball bearings disguised
in contemporary jewellery allow the wearer to
discreetly interact with the jewellery, providing
them with a sense of reassurance.
Also from the course are Jahday Ford and
Joseph Hillary, who have collaborated using both
traditional craft methods and digital processes
to produce beautiful glass vessels that are a
visualisation of the craftsman's breath as it travels
down the iron blowpipe. Their individual work·
also deserves a mention. Hillary's hand-marbled
top tripod table combines contemporary living
trends with the honesty of hand craftsmanship.
And Ford's angular glassworks in vibrant colours
are quite unlike anything else we've seen.
This year the curation of the Fashion show
case makes an impact. Garments from the
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graduates' final collections are hung on metal
presents an installation of fabric, earth, flowers
· just how unnatural these blonde wigs are.
structures alongside neori strip lights mirroring
and rope, which explores the materiality of each
On the opposite side of the basement, Liam
the stage design for the graduate's final collec
individual components. Placed together these
Fallon's sculptural work takes centre stage. Fallon's
tion show. Susan Forrest's.colourful sheepskin
elements reveal a process that is almost perfor
work uses materiality to explore queer culture
jacket and Bethan Currie's use of faux fur and
mative; a landscape admired becomes the palette and masculinity. A steel track bursts through a
anti-nuclear protest slogans and imagery stand
· for the artist, which in turn has become a painting monolithic structure cracking the soft terracotta
out particularly.
that the viewer can move around and experience
brick front to reveal a vivid blue interior. In crea
Photography graduate Daniel Ariza takes
beyond just observing. Taking a more traditional
ting this movement through the piece, Fallon
the distinctive image of a lunar crater and uses it
approach to painting, Emily Straw uses collage
invites the viewer to walk round to the rear of the
to cover the height of the Vertical Callery wall.
techniques with an on trend colour palette to pro sculpture and with your eyes follow the steel track
Broken into five hanging barriers, it is an image
duce paintings that are very pleasing to the eye.
up and out through the other side.
that is so familiar to all of us, yet most of us have
The Manchester School of Art degree show
Hair always has been a contested ground for
women, and downstairs in the basement of the
never been there. Of course, nor has Ariza; he
certainly does not disappoint, and as always, it
Crosvener building Tulani Hlalo explores the
takes archive NASA documentary photography
invites a second viewing to really appreciate the
breadth of work on display. The 2017 graduates
politics of black hair and conforming to beauty
from the first moon landing and gives us the
standards. Pink walls and a black and white check
opportunity to have our first experience of the
should be proud they've made it! With several
erboard floor bring to mind the setting of a 50s
moon's surface, up close.
prizes up for grabs, and opportunities for exhibi
Over in the Grosvenor building Laura
beauty parlour and twelve identical straight blonde tions and residencies after they have graduated,
Southgate from Fine Art and Art History creates
wigs sit on top of twelve identical casts of the
the degree show doesn't mark the end - it signals
absurdist sculptures. The fleshy forms reach up
artist's head, In the-corner a video plays showing
the beginning.
a rural setting with twelve blonde wigs hung in
out of the floor or down from a plinth, preening
degreeshow.m mu.ac.uk
_
the trees, gently blowing in the wind, highlighting
into mirrors with a pair of joggle eyes. Jhese
strange and unnerving forms have a familiarity
to them: is it qur own narcissism that we see
reflected back in the mirror?
Creative Practice graduate Lisa Baraona's
series of small stitched drawings on fabric in
muted tones with rough edges show surreal
scenarios and nude characters presented over
seven panels. There's an innocence to her pieces,
which with the threads hanging loose from behind
the panels seem to be an internal observation of
these events, almost like pages in a diary. In the
same room, Thomas Heaton's mark-making and
painterly gestures on MDF board are supported
on a wooden structure allowing the viewer to
walk around and observe all angles of the pain
ting- inviting us to consider how an artwork is
made up of more than just the paint on board.
Upstairs,
_ Ffion Taverner from Fine Art

in the New Adelphi Building, a space in which these artists' creativity has been allowed to thrive
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his year, Salford University presents its degree the staff who serve to look after the members, us
show in the impressive New Adelphi Building, - the viewer - as outsiders, and the subject, who
are elevated high out of the photograph.
showcasing not only the work of the graduating
class, who have spent their first and final year in
Round in Visual Arts, Elliot Flanagan takes a
the building, but also their new facilities. Across
look at Northern identity and the representation
two floors of the mint fresh building, visitors can
of the working class. His film, which takes the
form of found archive film footage and video by
explore an impressive array of work from the
School of Arts and Media.
the artist, is housed in a stage prop ginnel and
Drawing inspiration from WolfgangTillmans,
successfully portrays a distinct portrait of
the photographs from the Fashion Image-Making
Northernness. More introspectively, Helen
and Styling exhibition_ are hung in clusters on
Woolstencroft looks at her own past through
boards painted in a soft pink. Konstantino Zarveri family photographs, which are reproduced in a
'presents images of masculine fragility through
handmade book and screen-printed on to a
soft focus close up pictures. Ellen Roberts, mean child's dress. The garment, a reproduction by the
artist of a dress worn by her grandmother in one
while, disrupts our view by covering statues in
sheets, bringing into question whether the way in of the photos, acts as a totem: a symbol of the
which we present ourselves is who we really are.
family's migration and a narrative about how the
Curated by similarities in theme or colour rather
artist sees herself as a mother, daughter and
than by the artist, the exhibition is an exploration granddaughter. Similarly, Lubna Ali's prints draw
of how image, visual cuiture and clothing can be
on her heritage using Islamic geometry to
used to convey a lifestyle and aesthetic identity.
produce contemporary minimalist prints.
The things we consume and the objects we
Culture and identity are also issues explored
over in the Photography graduate showcase.
own are also part of what forms our identity, but
Abigail Bleasdale draws focus on the represen
for Visual Art students Mark Backhouse and
tation of 21st century lesbians via portraits of
April Smith, objects have become part of their
women on Manchester's Canal Street. Conversely, visual language. Discarded objects become
Joe Cregory chooses not to show his subjects
mark-making tools for Blackhouse, which he uses
but instead explores them through the staff of
to create fragmented reliefs. Smith, meanwhile,
the private members club they attend, investigat takes a softer approach by transforming items of
ing what success looks like. By not revealing his
clothing and fabric into tall bulking human-like
subjects, Gregory maintains the hierarchy that
forms. These strange but familiar shapes perhaps
naturally comes with wealth and success: between· explore how our identities are formed through
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A trip to Salford's Create at Salford degree show reveals students with a strong visual language, and
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the things we consume.
In the work of Claudia Alonso and Daniel
Wiltshire, the construction - or deconstruction
- of form is a process driven by materiality. For
Alonso, her textile sculptures celebrate form and
show an admiration for the material and process
she uses. Whereas for Wiltshire, it is the
deconstruction and abstraction of digital images
that take centre stage, with glitching and bending
data used to create a mesmerising video.
Downstairs, Interior besign students look
towards solutions for migration. Asia Aliwa has
conceptualised the Hexad Shelter, an environ
mentally friendly, temporary dwelling for
refugees displaced due to war or environmental
disaster. Where Aliwa's project looks at how to
solve problems today, Eszter Romsics looks to
the future, creating an accommodation pod to
support human life on Mars. Using an emotional
approach towards design, Romsics' shelter draws
on geometry found in nature to create a space
that is fitting for its environment.
Over iri Graphic Design, Tara Collette uses
words found on her course and presumably from
her colleagues and tutors, and turns them into
slogans and mantras. Lines of text-Risograph
printed on to fluorescent paper beam out at you,
and you can almost hear someone saying it:
'There's more to life than Risograph and C.F
Smith.' Banners are traditional folk art used by
marching trade unions, but here Collette uses
them to lead her fellow students saying, 'FUCK.
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THE GRADE.' Also exploring traditional craft in
Graphic Design is Katie Riddle. Using needle
felting she has produced a quilt featuring all the
flags of the EU member countries; a sight of
comfort amid the complete mess that is Brexit.
Other standout work comes from Amrit
Randhawa, who uses a DIY aesthetic to disman
tle and reconstruct well known consumer logos,
and Callum Dawes, who takes us down the rabbit
hole with his reworked Alice in Wonderland book
� the artist's approach is to manipulate Lewis
Carroll's lines into surreal forms, making it
almost impossible to read.
It could have been disrupting for these
students to move into new studios and work
shops in their final year, bu_t their work speaks
volumes: they clearly took the upheaval in their
stride. Throughout the artists demonstrate a
strong visual language: they have shown them
selves to be a -determined cohort of creative
practitioners. It will be exciting to see what the
future holds for them.
As a postscript, it will also be interesting to
see how future students use the New Adelphi
Building. Will all the students being under one
roof help create a cross pollination of ideas and
skills? Hopefully now the School of Art and Media
has found a permanent home, it will only lead to
good things.
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